A Journey to the Valley of the Assassins
of her youth, with enormous full black trousers gathered
and sewn into black socks so that she was encased altogether,
was on her first journey. So was Fatima, and as gay over
it as a sparrow. She and I amused ourselves by feeding a
family of hens in the speckled shade of the young trees: her
uncle gave us glasses of pale tea. Along the dusty road
cars sped by: two British officers in sun helmets: they would
be shocked if they noticed me sitting here like a gipsy.
Luckily I was beneath their notice: I was free of all that:
the empty Persian plains were around me, and crested
mountain ranges: the beautiful world, full of surprises, rush-
ing through space we know not whither, was mine to do
what I liked with for a while.
That evening from the Grand Hotel in Qazvin I sent my
letters of introduction.
One of them produced the landlord himself, an old Parsee
with a business eye and the most discriminating taste in
Shiraz wine. The second produced Mr. Sookias, of the
A.P.O.C., who introduced me to Armenian society at his
wife's house and devoted himself most kindly to my enter-
prise. The third was from Bahai friends in Baghdad, and
gave me my most charming acquaintance in Persia, Dr.
As'ad el Hukuma, to whom the very hand of Fortune herself
must have led me blindfold, for he and his brother are the
present owners of the Rock of Alamut.
Apart from these, the city leaders who run the local
politics and gesticulate over the daily papers in the dining-,
room of the Grand Hotel soon heard the news and
gathered round to discuss history and advice. For once
in a while, the explanations I could offer for my travels
were sufficient and reasonable. They knew about Hasan-
i-Sabbah: they thought it natural that one should journey
from England to see his casde. The Persian's mind, like
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